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Skill is better than Degree

The Misleading

Few weeks back I wrote an article titled, “Is Education really the key?” Thank you all who 
took their time to respond, but this is not over yet.

Africans has been misled, or misleading themselves when it comes to education. Africa 
produces thousands and thousands of graduates each year if not millions, yet the continent 
remains the poorest of them all. The more graduates we have the more number of 
unemployment rises why? We were told that education is the key, to unemployment? 

The question is what are we doing wrong? And how can we fix this?

One reason is we are just being sent to school, College or University just because we have to 
be educated. When it comes to choose your degree program, sometimes we follow our 
friends, sometimes we didn’t get enough marks to do what we need and we end up choosing 
an degree program available or we just chose something to impress our peers, parents or we 
are being told what to study, this is totally wrong. 

What other continents do is to find out their child’s skill from very young age. From the age 
of 5, they start to work on their child’s future. At the age of 10, they already know which kind
of education should their son/ daughter should follow. They do not choose for their children 
but they activate that is already in their child. Every child born with talent, if not two or three 
but black parents will send their daughter become a doctor their son a lawyer while these kids
are musicians or scientist. The child end up being confused and follow parent’s vision instead
of h/her own. Other continents send their kids to university to nature their skills not to 
discover something new. When they come out from university, they one look for a job only 
for less than a year and start their own business. In Africa you will find someone with 
Bachelor working for a company for the rest of his life, someone with Masters or Doctorate 
looking for a job, this is nonsense. 

You need a skill to make a living not a work. Work will never take you to the next level 
because you will always make your boss rich. Discover your talent, nature your talent and 
become your own boss. The thing of the people with Masters and Doctorates sending CVs is 
disgrace; you are the reasons why Africa remains poor. Do something with what you have 
learnt and create jobs for us. You need to start teaching skills not just good English, it will not
brought food on the table. 
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